
Hi, 

My name is Angela Burnett. I am a supervisor in Parcels on Shift 3 at the PPC.  

I have been with Canada Post for 23 years and 21 of those years have been spent at the plants. My plant experience is PPC, PIF, 
VMPP and VPDC. I have spent time in numerous positions throughout the previously mentioned facilities. This gives me a strong 
understanding of the struggles of all Apoc members. I have also served on the executive for APOC for 12 years of my career. I 
have been the Vice President for VPDC, VMPP, and PPC.  I have been your Interim President since the convention last July.  I 
have attended one convention as an alternate and I have attended 3 Apoc conventions as a delegate. I am ready to move from 
1st vice president of the PPC to President with your support.  

From those experiences it has allowed me to extensively broaden my understanding of our APOC collective agreement as well 
as give me numerous opportunities to participate in disciplinary meetings, mediations, investigations, and consultations with 
CPC in both positive and negative settings. All these experiences have also given me a level of resilience that makes having the 
difficult conversation with CPC management a fluid and simple process. 

I have grown strong analytical skills, active listening skills, and being able to collaborate with all of these past experiences. This 
will assist with moving Apoc forward. All of my understanding, knowledge and experience over the years has allowed me to 
work with many people and build a large network within the corporation.  

I am passionate about people and love working with and assisting people anyway that I can inside and outside of work. I strive 
to have everyone treated fairly and consistently within the scope of our branch.  

I believe the head count ratio needs to be looked at along with the relief compliment for all sections, including plant and C&D. 
Our workload needs to be reviewed and the way relief are treated. I vow to have an open line of communication between the 
branch, the members, and management to tackle our obstacles.  

I have the extensive knowledge for the plant to deal with these issues and assist our members. I believe that with me as 
president we will have a great balance of knowledge on the executive to assist all members. 

I recently took part in the pilot for Peer Support for mental health for Apoc. I have my Mental Health first aid ticket.  Your 
mental health is important to me.  

It is for the above-mentioned reasons that I believe I am the best candidate for the President position of the Pacific branch. I 
will always make myself readily available to listen to any concerns or questions. I believe I have the experience, passion, 
integrity, and forward-thinking attitude required to represent the members. I look forward to representing you, and to identify 
our particular issues and improving our lives both inside and outside our workplaces.  

Miles of Smiles, 

Angela Burnett 

 

 


